
 

 

Foreplay by Sophie Jordan Book Club 
 
1. What do you think of the 1st person narration? 
2. How would you feel if your car broke down along the side of a lonely country road? 
3. Would you feel better after the second car stopped and told you that you were in good 

hands? 
4. Is a guy helping fix a broken car a meet cute? 
5. What do you think of Pepper being in love with her best friend’s brother? 
6. How should she approach Hunter after his breakup? 
7. Do you think approaching a hot bartender and making herself available is a plan? 
8. Is it Hunter or his family that really fascinates Pepper? 
9. Is being called a Nice Girl an insult or flirting? 
10. What do you think of Hunter and Pepper interacting at the coffee shop? 
11. Emerson gives Reece Pepper’s number but he makes sure that Pepper is cool with it, how 

does that make you feel about him? 
12. Was beating on the guy kissing Pepper against her will attractive or not? 
13. Do you wish you could read Reece’s perspective? 
14. What did you think of their first kiss? 
15. How do you feel about Hunter when you realize he was the first person to be nice to 

Pepper? 
16. Do these three friends seem believable including their tension? 
17. What do you think when Pepper realizes Logan, Reece’s brother, is the one all of the girls 

talk about? 
18. Who is your favorite character and why? 
19. Who is your least favorite character and why? 
20. Do you think guys need encouragement and the available vibe is a real thing? 
21. Were you surprised that Reece owned the bar? 
22. Why do you think he takes Pepper up to his apartment? 
23. How does Pepper taking care of Reece when he’s sick change their relationship? 
24. What do you think of Reece coaching Pepper on Hunter? 
25. Did you expect her and Hunter to kiss and him to ask her to go out with him? 
26. Was a text a good place to level with Reece about kissing Hunter? 
27. Do Reece and Pepper have a healthy relationship? 
28. Why do you think she plans to break up with Hunter? 
29. Did you expect the fire? 
30. What did you think of the ending and taking Pepper to Disney World? 
31. Did you like the book? 
32. Would you read more in the series? 


